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The theoretical analysis and optimization of extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI) optical-  
fiber humidity sensors are deeply investigated. For a typical dual-cavity structure composed of an opti-
cal fiber and a humidity-sensitive membrane (HSM), the changes in refractive index (RI) and initial 
length are discussed for polymer materials and porous oxide materials when relative humidity (RH) 
increases. The typical interference spectrum is simulated at different RH using MATLAB. The spectral 
change caused by changing HSM RI and initial length are simulated simutineously, showing differ-
ent influences on humidity response. To deeply investigate the influence on RH sensitivity, the typical 
response sensitivity curves for different HSM lengths and air-cavity lengths are simulated. The results 
show that the HSM is the vital factor. Short HSM length can improve the sensitivity, but for HSM RI 
and length the influences on sensitivity are opposite, because of the opposite spectral-shift trend. Deep 
discussion and an optimization method are provided to solve this problem. According to analysis, an 
opaque HSM is helpful to improve sensitivity. Furthermore, if using an opaque HSM, a short air cavity 
and long HSM length can improve the sensor’s sensitivity These results provide deep understanding and 
some ideas for designing and optimizing highly sensitive EFPI fiber humidity sensors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compared to a traditional electronic humidity sensor, 
optical-fiber humidity sensors are superior in many ways, 
such as miniature size, flexible measurement, freedom from 
electromagnetic interference, and high precision, and they 
have great potential for application in the semiconductor 
industry [1], clinical medicine [2], leakage detection [3], 
and high-energy physics [4]. The extrinsic Fabry-Perot 
interferometer (EFPI) sensor is a typical kind of optical-
fiber humidity sensors, with a simple principle, convenient 
demodulation, and diversified structures. Usually by com-
bining an optical fiber with a humidity-sensitive membrane 
(HSM), the EFPI sensor uses the fiber’s end and HSM film 
as reflection surfaces to form the Fabry-Perot (F-P) cavi-

ties. The HSM interacts with water molecules and directly 
influences the F-P cavity’s parameters, so the environment’s 
relative humidity (RH) can be measured by the interference 
spectrum.

In recent years, a hot topic in EFPI optical-fiber humid-
ity sensors is the use of a capillary tube or special optical 
fiber, including hollow-core fiber (HCF) [5–7], hollow-core 
photonic crystal fiber (HCPFC) [8], and microstructured 
optical fiber (MOF) [9, 10]. Through these elements, an 
interference structure with two cascaded F-P cavities can be 
constituted. In 2016, Liu et al. [8] fused a section of HCP-
CF with a single-mode fiber (SMF), and formed chitosan 
film on the other end of a HCPFC to build an EFPI sensor, 
obtaining 0.28 nm/%RH sensitivity in the RH range from 
35% to 95%. In 2017, Aldaba et al. [9] sputtered SnO2 film 
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on the lining of a MOF, and fused it to an SMF, obtaining 
0.14 rad/%RH sensitivity at 20%–90% RH with this sen-
sor. In 2018, Li et al. [11] presented an EFPI sensor with 
a capillary tube between the SMF and a graphene oxide 
(GO) diaphragm, with a sensitivity of 0.2 nm/%RH in the 
RH range from 10% to 90%. In the same year, Bian et al. 
[6] fabricated an EFPI sensor combining SMF with HCF 
and polyimide (PI); this sensor reached a high sensitivity 
of 1.309 nm/%RH in the 40% to 80% RH range. Using a 
similar structure to Bian’s, in 2019 Zhao et al. [5] adopted 
the widely used graphene and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 
as a humidity-sensitive material [12–14], and got 117.25 
pm/%RH sensitivity from 13.47%RH to 81.34%RH. In 
2020, Shrivastav et al. [10] utilized MOF and chitosan to 
form a sensing probe, with a maximum sensitivity of 81.05 
pm/%RH in the range of 90–95%RH. The above sensors 
with different structures and HSMs show remarkable sen-
sitivity differences, which is related to HSM selection and 
sensor structure. Many reports have obtained good humidi-
ty-measurement results with their sensor structures, but less 
attention has been paid to deeply investigating and analyz-
ing the influential factors of the sensitivity characteristic, 
by simulation and analysis. Deep investigation can give 
more ideas for optimizing sensor structure and improving 
the response sensitivity of an EFPI humidity sensor. 

In this paper, simulation and optimization of an EFPI 
optical-fiber humidity sensor in its sensing characteristics 
are investigated. The course of water-molecule absorption 
of the HSM is analyzed. For polymer HSMs and porous ox-
ide materials, the refractive index (RI) and volume change 
are discussed. For a typical dual-cavity structure, the inter-
ference spectrum is simulated and analyzed at different RH, 
especially the influence on response sensitivity caused by 
the change of HSM RI and cavity length. Furthermore, the 
humidity sensitivity changes caused by HSM initial length 
and air-cavity initial length are deeply investigated, and 
show obviously different results. The simulation results also 
show that for the changes in HSM RI and length, the influ-
ences on humidity response sensitivity are opposite. Then 
the method of humidity response sensitivity optimization is 
deeply discussed, including how to eliminate the opposite 
spectrum-shift effect. The research results give deep under-
standing of EFPI humidity-sensor response characteristics 
and clear methods for sensitivity optimization. The simula-
tions and analysis are very helpful to deeply understand and 
optimize EFPI optical-fiber humidity sensors.

II. EFPI SENSING STRUCTURES AND 
PRINCIPLE

According to the EFPI sensor’s principle of operation, 
whether using special fiber or capillary tube, the reported 
EFPI optical-fiber humidity sensors can be summed up as 
one structure, as shown in Fig. 1. The SMF-air-HSM struc-
ture is an interference structure with two F-P cavities. The 
light is reflected at three interfaces of SMF, air, and HSM, 

and the interference spectrum is the result of coherent su-
perposition of the three reflected beams.

The first interference cavity is an air cavity, and the 
second interference cavity is the HSM. Assuming that the 
length and RI of these two interference cavities are d1 and 
d2 and n1 and n2 respectively, and that generally n1 = 1, the 
normalized reflected light intensity of the SMF-air-HSM 
sensor can be expressed as
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 are respectively the phase 
difference between reflected beams of the two interference 
cavities.

When the RH of the environment increases, the interac-
tion between the HSM and water molecules will lead to 
variation of the parameters of the F-P cavity, resulting in 
a change in the optical-path difference of the reflection 
beams. For each F-P cavity, the change in optical-path dif-
ference can be expressed as

� �� ��� � � � �n dL= nd +n d = L +
n d

������������������������������������������������

� �

, (2)

where L = 2nd, which is the initial optical-path difference 
between two adjacent reflection beams. d and n are respec-
tively the initial cavity length and RI of HSM (or air), and 
∆n and ∆d are the RI changes and cavity length change 
caused by the RH. The HSM change caused by RH leads to 
change in the interference effects of the two cavities. The 
coherent-superposition light intensity also changes. Thus 
the HSM change is the vital factor in the dual-cavity struc-
ture.

Up to now, the reported HSM materials in EFPI optical-
fiber humidity sensors include PVA [15, 16], PI [6, 17], 
agar [18], chitosan [8, 10], nafion [19, 20], GO [11, 21], 
graphene quantum dots (GQDs) [22], porous anodic alu-
mina (PAA) [23], tin dioxide (SnO2) [9], polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF) [24], cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) [25], 
PVA-GQD compounds [5], carboxymethylcellulose/carbon 
nanotubes (CMC/CNTs) compounds [7], poly(allylamine 

FIG. 1. Extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI) humidity-
sensing structure.
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hydrochloride)/silica (PAH/SiO2) compounds [2], porous 
TiO2/SiO2/TiO2 compounds [26, 27], poly(allylamine hy-
drochloride)/poly(sodium-p-styrene sulfonate) (PAH/PSS) 
compounds [28], and more. These polymers, porous oxides 
and complexes usually contain a large number of hydro-
philic groups, or have a high porosity, to ensure the adsorp-
tion of water molecules. When these materials interact with 
the water molecules, their volume or RI changes, and the 
changes leads to variations in peak position and intensity of 
the sensor’s interference spectrum. This is the RH measure-
ment basis of an EFPI optical-fiber humidity sensor.

The interaction of polymers, graphene materials, or their 
complexes with water molecules can be explained by the 
analysis of Zhao et al. [17]. Zhao et al. [17] divided the 
water molecules affecting the parameter of HSM into two 
categories: the first was liquid water occupying the pores in 
the HSM, and the second was the water gathered in the mo-
lecular clusters of hydrophilic substances in the HSM. The 
second type of water molecules enter the HSM and take up 
additional space, resulting in the volume expansion of the 
HSM. Assuming the volume fractions of the first and sec-
ond water molecules are φ1 and φ2 respectively, the volume 
of the HSM in adsorption equilibrium can be expressed as

�

���φ
VV = �������������������������������������������������������������������������

� �

, (3)

where V0 is the initial volume of the HSM. Due to the 
limited pores in a polymer material, the adsorption of the 
first water molecules on a humidity-sensitive material soon 
reaches saturation, and then the HSM continues to adsorb 
the second type of water molecules until dynamic equilib-
rium between the water molecules and the HSM is estab-
lished. With higher external RH, the volume fraction of the 
second type of water molecules (φ2) is greater. Thus it can 
be seen from Eq. (3) that with the increase of environmental 
RH, the volume of the HSM will gradually increase, due to 
the increase in the content of water molecules. In addition, 
the effective RI of the HSM after adsorption equilibrium 
can be expressed as 
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where n is the initial RI of HSM, and nwater is the RI of wa-
ter. The initial RI of such materials is generally higher than 
that of water, which means (nwater − n) < 0. It can be under-
stood from Eq. (4) that with the increase of water-molecule 
content of the HSM, the effective RI of the material will 
show a downward trend. In fact, some reported results, 
such as the RI changes of PVA [29], agar [30], chitosan [31], 
and GQDs [5], also support this conclusion. Thus with in-
creased water-molecule absorption, for polymer materials, 
graphene materials, or their complexes, ∆n < 0 and ∆d > 0, 
where ∆n and ∆d are respectively the RI change and length 
change of the HSM.

The moisture absorption of a porous oxide is mainly re-

alized by capillary condensation due to the pore structure. 
When the adsorption of environmental water molecules is 
stable, the effective RI of a porous oxides approximately 
obeys the following equation [27]:
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here f is the porosity of the oxide, ϕ is the volume fraction 
of condensed water in the porous oxide, and noxide, nair, and 
nwater is the RI of oxide, air, and water respectively. Gener-
ally we take nair = 1 and nwater = 1.33.

By solving Eq. (5), the relationship between the effective 
RI of a porous oxide and volume fraction of water in the 
oxide can be obtained. Figure 2 shows the typical simula-
tion curves for the RI of porous alumina with varying water 
content. We can see that there is a good linear relationship 
between RI and ϕ, and the slope of the lines is 0.3504, 
0.3459, 0.3415 and 0.3372 when the porosity f is 0.5, 0.6, 
0.7, and 0.8 respectively. It can be shown that change trend 
of a porous oxide’s effective RI with different porosity is 
basically similar. All curves show that the effective RI well 
linearly increases with the increasing volume fraction of 
water, and with higher porosity, the overall effective RI of a 
porous oxide is lower. So, for porous oxide materials, with 
the increased water-molecule absorption, RI increases (∆n 
> 0, where ∆n is the RI change value). According to some 
reports on EFPI optical-humidity sensors fabricated from 
porous oxide, the humidity response caused by porous ox-
ide is mainly related to the HSM’s RI [23, 26], so we just 
discuss the influence of RI.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND 
DISSCUSSION

The SMF-air-HSM structure has two F-P interference 

FIG. 2. Change in porous alumina’s effective refractive index 
(RI) changes with changing volume fraction of water molecules.
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areas: the air and HSM areas. According to the analysis 
results above, the interference spectrum of a dual-cavity 
structure can be simulated. Most of the reported SMF-air-
HSM structure have used polymer or graphene materials for 
the HSM. In this paper, we also use this kind of HSM for 
simulation. Assuming that the HSM linearly expands, we 
take the typical expansion coefficient of chitosan (equal to 
0.3321, which is calculated from [31]) and the RI of PVA in 
[32] as data references. The interference spectra of sensors 
with different parameters can be simulated by MATLAB 
software. The typical length of the HSM is 10 μm, and the 
length of the air cavity in the SMF-air-HSM structure is 
100 μm. Figure 3 shows the simulated interference spectra. 
The interference spectrum of an SMF-air-HSM sensor is 
a series of envelope waveforms with different contrasts, 
because of the dual-cavity structure. We simulate three 
interference-spectrum curves, at 40%, 50%, and 60%RH. 
The spectrum shows a red-shift when the environmental 
RH increases, but the overall contrast of the spectral line is 
almost unchanged. 

As per analysis of a polymer HSM, the RI change and 
HSM length change caused by RH are opposite. To in-
vestigate the influence of these two parameters in depth, 
simulations with various lengths or RIs, are both per-
formed. Figure 4 shows the interference-spectrum changes 
with changing material length and RI. The RH value still 
changes from 40% RH to 50%RH. It can be seen that the 
interference spectrum shifts to red as the length increases, 
and shifts to blue as the RI decreases. The peak wavelength 
shift caused by increasing material length is about 58.692 
nm, and the peak wavelength shift caused by decreasing 
material RI is about 10.414 nm. So the spectral shift caused 
by HSM length variation is usually greater than that due 
to RI variation. In fact, the interference spectra of reported 
EFPI humidity sensors adopting polymer or graphene mate-
rials or their complexes for the HSMs are almost all consis-

tent with this conclusion.
According to the former discussion, with increasing 

RH the HSM’s RI value decreases and the HSM’s length 
increases. This means that for RI and HSM length the influ-
ences on humidity-response sensitivity are opposite, because 
of the opposite spectrum-shift trend when RH increases. 
This effect can deteriorate humidity-response sensitivity, but 
also provides a key point for optimizing sensor sensitivity. 
The optimization analysis will be carried out later.

Cavity length, which is the main factor affecting the 
phase difference between the two adjacent beams of an 
EFPI sensor, is directly related to the sensor’s sensitivity. 
To deeply investigate the influence of cavity length, more 
simulations are performed.

For the sake of discussion, the sensor’s sensitivity is 
characterized by the shift of the peak position near 1550 
nm (as a typical value) when the RH increases from 40% 
to 50%. Assuming that the air cavity’s initial length is 100 
μm, and setting the length of the HSM to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 
30, 35, and 40 μm, the interference spectra under different 
conditions are simulated yielding the spectral shifts for dif-
ferent HSM lengths. The sensitivity is also obtained from 
the results. The relationship between the length of the HSM 
and the sensor’s sensitivity can be obtained, as shown in 
Fig. 5(a). There is a good, linear inverse relationship be-
tween the initial length of the HSM and sensitivity, and a 
sensitivity of 0.0288 nm/%RH decrease per 1 μm of length 
increase is obtained. Thus reducing the HSM’s length can 
increase the sensitivity of an SMF-air-HSM sensor, for 
a certain air-cavity length. By the same method, we also 
deeply investigate the influence on sensitivity caused by the 
cavity’s initial length, and find the simulation curve seen 
in Fig. 5(b), where the length of the HSM is 10 μm, and 
the length of the air cavity varies in steps of from 60 to 200 
μm. As Fig. 5(b) shows, the sensitivity fluctuates slightly 

FIG. 3. Interference spectra of an single-mode fiber-air-
humidity-sensitive membrane (SMF-air-HSM) sensor.

FIG. 4. Spectral change caused by change in material initial 
length and refractive index (RI).
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around 4.28 nm/%RH with increasing length of the air cav-
ity, and its sensitivity increases or decreases by about 0.0408 
nm/%RH for per 1 μm of change in the initial length of the 
air cavity, which means the sensitivity fluctuation caused 
by air cavity is approximately ± 0.0408 (nm/%RH)/μm. 
Thus the influence of the air cavity on sensitivity seems to 
be not obvious, on the whole. With varied air-cavity initial 
length, the sensitivity is nearly unchanged.

IV. STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION AND 
ANALYSIS

According to the previous analysis, it seems that short 
HSM initial length is good for improving the sensor’s hu-
midity sensitivity. This is one optimization method. To fur-
ther investigate sensitivity improvement, we next provide 
another method of optimizing the structure. 

As in the earlier analysis of the SMF-air-HSM struc-
ture sensor, when the RH of the environment increases, 
the length of the first interference cavity decreases, due to 
the expansion of the HSM, while the length of the second 
interference cavity increases but the cavity’s RI decreases. 
These changes lead to the wavelength shift of the interfer-
ence spectrum as a whole. But for RI and length of HSM, 
the influence on humidity-response sensitivity is opposite. 
This is not good for improving sensitivity. However, if the 
HSM is opaque, light beams do not interfere in the second 
cavity formed by the HSM. The F-P interference is attained 
only by the air cavity of the SMF-air-HSM EFPI sensor, as 
Fig. 6 shows. Therefore, the opposite effects on sensor sen-
sitivity caused by HSM RI reduction and hygroscopic ex-
pansion can be avoided. The optimized structure is showed 
in Fig. 6.

For this structure the sensitivity expression is deduced as [18] 
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Δ Δ
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in which d1 is the length of the air cavity, and ∆d2 is the 
amount of expansion of the HSM. To investigate the effect 
of structure optimization, we simulate the response curves, 
and get the wavelength shift for different air-cavity initial 
lengths, as Fig. 7 shows. The air cavity’s initial length takes 
on values of 100, 80, 60, 40, and 20 μm. For an ambient 
humidity change from 20%RH to 21%RH as typical val-
ues, the HSM lengths are 48.93 and 49 μm, and the RIs are 
1.4666 and 1.465, respectively.

According to Fig. 7, after optimization, the wavelength-
shift values are 0.444 nm, 0.65 nm, 0.821 nm, 1.403 nm 
and 2.804 nm respectively. Obviously the sensitivity of the 
optimized sensor structure is greatly improved, because 
of the bigger wavelength-shift values. For example, the 
wavelength shift for 20-μm air-cavity initial length is 9 
times that of the unoptimized sensor. In addition, Fig. 7 
also shows that reducing the length of the air cavity can 
further increase the sensitivity of the sensor after optimi-
zation, which conforms to Eq. (6). It is interesting to note 
that if using this optimized sensor structure, a long HSM 

                                    (a)                            (b)

FIG. 5. Change in sensitivity of an single-mode fiber-air-humidity-sensitive membrane (SMF-air-HSM) sensor, caused by (a) the 
initial length of the HSM, and (b) the initial length of the air cavity.

FIG. 6. Optimized structure for an extrinsic Fabry-Perot 
interferometer (EFPI) sensor structure.
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length is helpful to improve the sensitivity according to the 
simulation results of Fig. 8. This is opposite to the situation 
for an unoptimized sensor. In Fig. 8, the typical initial air-
cavity length is 50 μm, and the HSM initial length takes 
on values of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 μm. The RH value also 
changes from 20% to 21% as before. We can see that higher 
wavelength shift is attained with larger HSM length. Be-
cause large HSM length can lead to high expansion of the 
HSM, which means large ∆d2 in Eq. (6), the sensitivity is 
improved.

Thus by the former analysis, we obtain methods to op-
timize an EFPI humidity sensor’s structure: using a short 
or opaque HSM. If using an opaque HSM, a short air-
cavity length, and long HSM are helpful to further improve 
humidity-response sensitivity.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the theoretical analysis and optimization of 
the sensing characteristics of an EFPI optical-fiber humidity 
sensor have been deeply investigated. The typical dual-cav-
ity structure, namely an SMF-air-HSM structure, consists 
of a cascade of air cavity and HSM. Typical interference 
spectra were simulated at different RH levels, and the spec-
tral changes were also simulated when HSM thickness and 
RI were changed. For HSM RI and HSM length, the influ-
ences on humidity-response sensitivity are opposite. To 
deeply investigate the influence on sensitivity, curves were 
simulated with different HSM initial lengths and air-cavity 
initial lengths. According to these simulations, the length 
of the air cavity is not the key factor affecting the sensor’s 
sensitivity, but the length of the HSM obviously affects the 
sensitivity for a certain length of air cavity. Avoiding the 
interference in the HSM can eliminate the opposite effects 
of HSM RI reduction and hygroscopic expansion on sensor 
sensitivity, so that the sensing performance is greatly im-

proved.
The optimization discussion of humidity-sensing char-

acteristics was conducted from the cavity-length aspect 
and structure aspect. Different form well-known optimiza-
tion methods, such as choosing a more sensitive material, 
our analysis showed that using a short opaque HSM can 
be effective for improving humidity sensitivity. If using 
an opaque HSM, a short air cavity and long HSM are also 
helpful to further improve sensitivity. The typical optimiza-
tion sensitivity curves were simulated and analyzed, and the 
results showed obvious sensitivity improvement.

Of course, the experimental improvement of sensor 
sensitivity is also related to other actual factors, such as 
the fabrication process, actual response characteristics of 
the HSM, and other factors in a practical application en-
vironment. In this paper, by the theoretical analysis and 
optimization discussion we simply wanted to provide some 
understanding of the sensing characteristics and optimiza-
tion ideas for EFPI optical-fiber humidity sensors, which 
is helpful in designing and manufacturing highly sensitive 
sensors. In the future some experiments will be conducted 
to confirm our conclusion.
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